Abstract-In this paper, we propose a heuristic algorithm that exploits additional information, such as related to geo-location and frequency allocation, that can be in general known by a secondary network willing to opportunistically access the spectrum allocated to a primary network. The algorithm aims at finding the maximum allowed transmission power with which a secondary node can transmit while respecting primary constraints. It is designed to be used in the presence of multiple primary transmitters with known positions but without information about their activity patterns. The estimation of the allowed transmission power is done using a semi-analytical model characterizing interference probability. The latter is defined as the probability that the interference generated by the secondary node to any of the users in a primary cell exceeds a fixed threshold. The main idea is to autonomously determine a detection threshold based on the relative position of the secondary node towards base stations. Simulation results in a simple scenario are analyzed in order to explain the behavior of the algorithm. In addition, more results are introduced to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in more realistic scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current approach to spectrum management has been shown to be inefficient due to its static nature. One approach to increase flexibility and enhance spectrum efficiency is to allow opportunistic access by secondary nodes to licensed spectrum. In this solution, opportunistic access would typically be allowed only if the experienced interference by any primary receiver due to the presence of secondary activity does not exceed a predefined threshold [1] . Therefore, a secondary node can transmit with a given power only if its path loss towards the closest primary receiver is high enough to reduce the incurred interference below the required threshold. In order to estimate the path loss, the distance between the secondary node and the worst case primary receiver should be known.
The computation of the path loss will depend highly on the available information and the considered use case. When there is information about neither the primary cells and the secondary nodes, transmitter detection based on spectrum sensing is the most suitable technique. This is true especially when only one primary is transmitting or the transmitters are very far apart, which is the case of TV primary networks. This problem has been extensively studied as in [2] , [3] . However, the condition of having one primary transmitter is not met when we consider wireless networks where several neighboring transmitters are active and the signal sensed by the secondary node will be the sum of all their signals. In this case, different approaches are needed to solve the problem. In [4] , the authors study the feasibility of opportunistic access in a frequency-planned wireless network. The main conclusion is that the secondary nodes have to transmit with very low power and should have high sensitivity. In [5] , the authors propose a collaborative opportunistic access algorithm for scenarios with multiple primary transmitters. They assume that the positions of the primary base stations and their numbers are not known, but several sensing samples are considered to find the closest base station. The detection is done using a distributed database. The drawback of this method is that it requires a vast amount of data exchange.
In this paper we consider a primary network with multiple transmitters using the same frequency for downlink. Since the position of primary terminals cannot be known (due to mobility for instance), we only assume that the positions of the primary base stations as well as the position of the secondary node iteself are known. One well known method to have the information about primary base station positions is to have regional databases. This approach has been adopted by the FCC [6] . Moreover the primary network can obtain more benefits from communicating such type of information to the secondary network that will pay for the information in order to enhance its performance. In general, the base stations of a wireless network are not all active at the same time. Herein we assume that the secondary node does not know the distribution of active base stations or their activity patterns. Moreover, we assume that the secondary node cannot extract the corresponding signals for each base station. This is the case when the secondary node cannot decode the primary signals since the primary network might not be interested to communicate the required information for the decoding mechanism. Our objective is to find the maximum allowed power of the secondary node in these conditions while respecting primary constraints. In order to solve this problem, we propose a new algorithm that is based on a dynamic threshold for detecting the activity of primary base stations. For each position of a secondary node, the closest active base station 1 is detected by the secondary node using the dynamic threshold. Based on this information, the secondary node determines the maximum power that can be used while respecting primary constraints. For the computation of the power, we consider that only one secondary node is transmitting (e.g. by using time division multiple access). For the case where different secondary nodes can transmit, any of the existing methods that have been proposed in the literature to solve the problem of multiple secondary nodes when only one primary transmitter is active (e.g. [3] , [7] , [8] ) can be used.
Some of the regulators like OFCOM have already pointed out the need of location-dependent threshold in the context of dynamic spectrum access. This paper introduces a suitable algorithm for this new paradigm. To our best knowledge this is the first algorithm in this context. The main advantage of the proposed approach, in the context of multiple primary transmitters, is the fact that it benefits from the additional available information (i.e. location and frequency allocation) that have not been used in other approaches to increase the efficiency of spectrum usage. In addition, cooperation is not imperative as in [5] , although it can increase system performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formulate the problem and present the considered assumptions. In Section III we introduce the proposed algorithm that is evaluated in Section IV. In Section V we conclude the paper and give an overview of future work.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we assume that the primary networks are not limited to broadcasting networks, meaning that each cell can have specific activity pattern where the allocated frequency bands to this cell are assigned to specific terminals. The activity pattern is assumed to be unknown to the secondary nodes. Therefore, the latter have to periodically scan the allocated frequency bands to the primary in order to find spectrum holes. A spectrum hole for a given secondary node is defined here as a frequency band where the node can transmit with a power higher than a threshold, P min , that depends on secondary architecture and properties. In this context, the paper provides a methodology that enables the secondary node to decide about its allowed transmitted power taking into account primary constraints. The detection of spectrum holes is based on transmitter detection, considering that the position of primary receivers (i.e. terminals) are unknown but the boundaries for each cell, where the terminals are enclosed, are approximated and made available for the secondary. Moreover, we assume that the secondary is interested only in spectrum holes that correspond to the periods of time where the closest primary base stations are not serving a user at the frequency of interest (i.e. inactive periods at inter-packet level are not considered here).
We consider a wireless system with F frequency bands that are distributed over the different cells. Moreover, we consider that each frequency band can be allocated to only one user in a given cell. This is equivalent to a chunk in an OFDMA-based system [9] .
A. Primary Constraints
In order to allow opportunistic access, the primary network should tolerate loss in service for some of its users or an increase in the transmitted power [2] . The loss in service can be either reflected by a reduction of the coverage area [4] or by an acceptable interference probability [10] , [11] . In this paper, we use the latter 2 . The interference probability with respect to a primary user, p, is defined as the probability that the experienced interference I by p due to secondary activity exceeds a predefined threshold ι max :
The primary network will specify an interference constraint that will ensure that all its users have the required Quality of Service (QoS), meaning that the outage probability is kept at a low level. This is reflected by the fact that the interference probability Pr int experienced by any primary terminal should not exceed a threshold ε.
In this paper, we assume that any required approximation should be biased to a more conservative approach with respect to primary protection. Since the positions of the primary terminals are not known to the secondary nodes (in addition to mobility issues), the worst case situation is considered. This means that the secondary node should guarantee that an active primary terminal that might be at the position where the interference generated by secondary activity is at maximum will be satisfied (i.e., Pr int < ε). Therefore, the secondary node will consider the so-called Worst Case primary terminal Position (WCP) for its power decision. The WCP is the closest possible primary terminal position in the primary coverage areas that have the lowest mean path loss toward the secondary node. However, the coverage areas of wireless network cells do not, in general, have a known and regular shape. Therefore the secondary will consider the circle that contains the coverage area as shown in Figure 1 , which is again a conservative assumption to protect the primary. This circle will be considered in the following as the estimated coverage area.
In our algorithm, we consider that the WCP is the intersection of the estimated primary coverage area and the line connecting the primary and the secondary transmitters. This is true when we consider a monotonic distance-dependent path loss where the shadow fading is considered separately in the computation. This conservative approach is chosen in order to protect primary users especially in the scenarios where no information about the shape of the coverage area is available. However, if such information is available, as in the case of the implementation of a Radio Environment Map (REM) [12] , more precise estimation of the WCP can be implemented.
A special case appears, when the secondary is inside the estimated coverage area of an active primary base station. In this case, the secondary is forbidden to transmit since a primary terminal can be extremely close to him. The derivation of the values of ι max and ε depends on system characteristics and can be performed using a planning tool, which can be either static or dynamic.
It should be noted that when our conservative approach is considered, the interference probability is computed for an extreme position of the primary terminal (i.e., the WCP). In general, the probability that a primary terminal is at this position is very low, which leads to a highly protective scheme for primary users. This is unavoidable assumption in case we do not know the positions of the primary terminals that should be protected in order that primary networks allow spectrum sharing.
B. Available Information and Assumptions
We assume that the secondary node knows its own position. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity we assume that all the antennas are omnidirectional and that the propagation model is homogeneous with log-normal shadowing 3 [10] . Finally, we consider in this paper that the transmission power of the primary is fixed and we only consider the downlink.
We consider that the collaboration between primary and secondary networks is performed on a long-term scale and is determined based on the following data:
• The positions of primary base stations, the estimated coverage and their transmit powers are communicated to the secondary network. This can be done either using a common control channel, such as proposed in IEEE P1900.4 [13] , that directly communicates the information to the secondary node or using a fixed link between primary and secondary networks.
• The secondary network respects the constraint on the experienced interference by primary users due to its activity.
• In case that the primary performs long-term frequency planning, the frequency allocation to primary cells can be optionally communicated to the secondary network. In the description of the algorithm we differentiate between cells that are associated to a frequency f , and active cells using this frequency. The former are not necessarily transmitting while the latter have a primary terminal to which the base station is transmitting data. We denote by Φ f and Π T the set of cells that are associated to frequency f and the set of all transmitting primary base stations, respectively.
The power of the received signal at the secondary node, c, due to all transmitting primary base stations is given by
where R cj is the received power in dBW by the node c due to the transmission of primary base station j given by
where P j is the transmitted power by the base station j,
is the path loss between the primary base station j and the secondary node c that are separated by distance d cj and ξ cj ∼ N (0, σ) is the normal shadowing factor with zero mean and standard deviation σ. Moreover, we do not consider fast fading since it occurs in smaller time scale than shadowing and can be eliminated by averaging [14] .
C. Secondary Objectives and Metrics
Secondary networks aim in general at maximizing their throughput using the released frequency bands by the primary network. Throughput maximization depends on the following factors:
• The number of released frequency bands.
• The surface and the shape of the region where the released frequencies can be used.
• The allowed power with which the secondary node can transmit while satisfying primary constraints on interference. In order to reflect these factors, we represent the efficiency of the spectrum detection method by the histograms of the allowed transmitted power and a new metric that represents the contiguous zones where the secondary node can transmit using a power higher than threshold P min either using all the available frequency bands or using the frequency band where the highest power is allowed. This new metric is called Useful Reused Surface (URS) and it is inspired by the metric proposed in [15] to reflect the efficiency of spectrum management mechanisms in primary networks. The URS is defined here as
where C is the set of non-contiguous areas where the primary frequencies can be used by the secondary node, S c is the surface of the contiguous area c in km 2 and ω c is a weight that depends on the expected number of secondary users in this area to account for the fact that the release of carriers will be more effective in areas with a significant number of potential secondary users. Here we set simply ω c = S c /S, where S is the total surface of the system.
III. SPECTRUM DETECTION ALGORITHM BASED ON ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD
In the Spectrum Detection Algorithm based on Adaptive Threshold (SDA-AT), the secondary node exploits the available information concerning its position in addition to primary characteristics and constraints.
A. Main Idea
The main idea is to determine the maximum power P S , with which secondary node c can transmit at a given frequency while keeping the probability of interference toward each primary cell lower than the allowed threshold. Since the introduced interference to a primary cell is highly correlated to the distance towards the secondary node, the detection of the closest active cell to the latter is a key enabler to compute P S . This interference depends also on the shadow factor that is characterized by its log-normal distribution. Therefore P S will not only depend on the detection of the active base station but also on the estimation of introduced interference when this base station is detected.
When estimating its interference probability with respect to an active primary cell j, a secondary node should consider the following two complementary events: M The activity of the cell is detected and the secondary node can transmit with power P SD (j) ∈ [0, P max ], where P max is the maximum possible power due to the limitations of the secondary node. Power P SD (j) is equal to 0 when the secondary node is inside the estimated coverage area of cell j. M
The activity of the cell is not detected and the secondary node can transmit with higher power P SM (j) ∈ (0, P max ]. The estimated interference probability Pr int at the Worst Case primary terminal Position (WCP) p in cell j can be written according to the law of total probability as
In the rest of this paper, probabilities Pr I ≥ ι max |M and Pr {I ≥ ι max |M } are called probabilities of high interference with detection and without detection and denoted by Pr hd (j) and Pr hm (j), respectively, where j is the considered primary cell. Moreover, the probability that event M occurs is called probability of miss-detection Pr m (j), and we have
Combining (5) and (6) and taking into account that at the limit Pr int should be equal to ε, we obtain
The detection of the base station can be done using different techniques. In this paper, we consider a detection methodology based on the comparison of the total received power R c with a dynamic threshold R th (j). If R c is higher than R th (j), the base station j is assumed to be active. In this case, the probability of miss-detection Pr m (j) (i.e., the probability that R c is lower R th (j) while j is active) is
In general, R c is the summation of the total received power from all the active cells. Therefore, R c is always higher than any component R cj . Hence, we can write
This upper-bound will be used as a conservative approximation in this paper. In this context the system becomes more conservative when the contribution of the other base stations than the tested one becomes higher. By using this conservative approach, we increase the protection for primary users but we reduce the opportunities for secondary communication.
However, we consider this approach as a first solution to the problem.
Since we consider a path loss that depends on the distance and the shadow fading, which is a log normal random variable, the miss-detection probability can be written using (3) and the upper bound in (9) as
Since we consider that the position of the primary terminal cannot be known by the secondary nodes, two scenarios appears depending on the relative position of the secondary node with respect to the closest cell j:
• The secondary node is inside the estimated coverage area of the cell. In this case, the secondary node is forbidden to transmit if the corresponding base station is active. Otherwise, its transmitted power is highly correlated to its relative distance with respect to the next cell. Therefore, probabilities Pr hd (j) and Pr hm (j) are equal to zero and unity, respectively.
• The secondary node is outside the estimated coverage area of the active base station. In this case the secondary node can always transmit but its power is highly correlated to its relative distance with respect to the closest active cell. In the first case, the interference constraint corresponding to cell j becomes Pr m (j) = ε.
Therefore, the value of R th (j) can be written as
As we can see in (12) , the threshold depends on the transmitted power of the primary, the path loss components and the distance between the secondary node and the primary base station.
A secondary node can be in the coverage area of different primary base stations that are assumed by the secondary node to be associated to frequency f . The set of these base stations is denoted here by C f . The set C f is built by the secondary node using the available information. Therefore it can include all cells in Φ f or only the active ones. For each base station j in C f , the secondary node compares the aggregate received power R c with dynamic power threshold R th (j).
If at least one cell in C f is active (i.e. ∃j ∈ C f , R c > R th (j)), no transmission should be allowed since a primary terminal can be anywhere inside the coverage area. In order to detect active cells, the secondary node uses an eliminatory process in which the closest base station in C f is checked and eliminated from the set if no activity is detected. Then the process is repeated until the set is empty.
If no active cells in C f are detected, the secondary node starts the process of determining its allowed transmission power P S . The first step to determine P S is to find the closest active cell that does not cover the secondary node. The main problem here is the computation of Pr hd (j) and Pr hm (j). These are the probabilities that the interference generated by the secondary node is higher than the allowed level when the primary base station is detected or miss-detected. In the first case the secondary node will transmit using power P SD (j) whereas in the second case it will transmit using power P SM (j), yielding
(13) By considering that the shadowing factor ξ cp follows a normal distribution N (0, σ), we can write
and
where L cp (d cj − R) is the path loss between the secondary node c and the WCP p.
Since P SM (j) is always higher than P SD (j) and the probability of high interference is an increasing function of the power, Pr hd (j) should be strictly lower than ε in order to ensure that Pr int can be lower than ε based on (7). Otherwise Pr hm (j) should be zero and the secondary node cannot transmit with higher power than the one allowed by the interference constraint with respect to the closest non-covering cell, leading to lower use of the spectrum holes. It should be noted that increasing R th increases the probability of detecting a spectrum hole, while increasing P SD and P SM increases the spectrum efficiency of the secondary network when a spectrum hole is detected. Therefore our objective is to find the highest values of P SD , P SM and R th for each base station that respect the interference constraint. When the closest cell j is missdetected, the allowed power will be the one considering that the next closest cell is detected (i.e., P SD (j + 1)). Therefore, P SM (j) for the closest cell j is the same as P SD (j + 1) of the next closest cell. Hence, we can write |Φ f | constraints like (7) with |Φ f | power variables 4 and |Φ f | threshold variables. Thus we obtain a multi-objective optimization problem with non-linear constraints.
To obtain a solution we propose a heuristic algorithm where we consider that the transmitted power when a base station is detected is chosen to give a probability of high interference with detection lower than ε. Therefore, we can write
where τ ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter that is fixed by the secondary operator and is the same for all primary cells. Depending on the value of τ the values of P SD and R th will change. When τ increases the value of P SD will increase while the value of R th will decrease. Therefore a tradeoff should be considered between the high probability of inactivity detection and the high power in the case of false detection of activity. In order to take this tradeoff into account, the activity pattern of the primary base stations should be known by the secondary node. This aspect is not included in this paper where we consider a fixed value of τ . From (7), (14) and (15), the threshold R th (j) can be computed considering the threshold ε:
It should be noted that when Pr hm is lower than ε, the interference probability will be always lower than ε since Pr m (j) is lower than unity. In this case the secondary node will assume that the base station is not active. This happens normally when P MD (j) is lower than P SD (j) /τ .
B. Algorithm Description
Based on the available information to the secondary node concerning the frequency allocation, we have two cases:
• Primary frequency allocation is not known by the secondary node. In this case, the set Φ f of cells that should be tested include all the cells in the system for each frequency f . In this case the algorithm is called simply SDA-AT.
• Primary frequency allocation is communicated to the secondary node. Therefore, the set Φ f only contains the cells that are associated to frequency f by the primary network.
In this case the algorithm is called Enhanced SDA-AT (ESDA-AT). This algorithm has more information about the primary network than SDA-AT and therefore its performance will be better as will be shown in the simulation section.
A high level flowchart of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 2 . The secondary node scans frequency f and measures the total received power R c , which is the sum of the powers of all active base stations in the selected frequency. From the available information, the secondary node builds the set Φ f of cells that are associated to frequency f . These base stations can be active (i.e. a primary user is active in these cells using frequency f ) or idle. Then the algorithm will search for the closest active cell from set Φ f with a margin of error in the interference probability that should not exceed threshold ε, which is fixed by the primary.
The first important step in the algorithm is to determine if any of the cells that cover the secondary node are active using frequency f . If this is the case the secondary node cannot use frequency f for its transmission because a primary terminal can be very close to the secondary node in the coverage area. Therefore, the secondary node builds the set C f ⊆ Φ f which includes all cells covering the secondary node and are assumed to be associated to frequency f . If C f is not empty the secondary node will check the activity of each base station in this set starting from the closest one. In order to check if base station j is active using frequency f , the secondary node determines the dynamic threshold R th (j) corresponding to this cell using (12) . If one cell is detected to be active, no transmission is allowed. Otherwise, the secondary node will try to identify the closest active non-covering cell and determine the allowed transmission power.
When C f is detected to be empty, the secondary node searches for the closest active cell in Φ f \ C f . Starting from the closest cell in the latter set, the secondary node computes R th using (16) for all cells in Φ f \ C f that have been already detected to be inactive in addition to the closest cell that have not yet been tested. The set of these cells is denoted by Φ f,t . This is repeated each time since the power P SM will change in each step leading to changes in R th for the already tested cells. In addition R th is not monotonic with respect to the distance. Therefore the required minimum value is not always associated to the same cell. Hence in each step the secondary node sets R th,min = min j∈Φ f,t R th . If R c is lower than R th,min , all cells in Φ f,t are assumed to experience a reasonable interference with probability ε when P SM is used and the same procedure is repeated for the next closest cell. Otherwise, the power P S is set to the highest value of P SD . If this power is higher than P min , the secondary node will use the corresponding frequency to communicate. Otherwise, no transmission is allowed. P min is the minimum power with which a secondary node can transmit due to hardware limitations.
The process is repeated for each frequency that the secondary node plans to scan. Then, the secondary node chooses one or several of the frequencies where transmission is allowed depending on its transmission strategy and capabilities.
In order to have a reference algorithm, we consider the ideal algorithm where the secondary node knows which are the active primary base stations.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
First, we evaluate the performance of the algorithm in a simple scenario with seven hexagonal primary cells representing the seven cells that use the same frequency in a cellular system with frequency reuse of 7. Cell radius is set to be 1 km and thus the base station separation distance is given by √ 3nR, where n is the frequency reuse factor and R is the cell radius [16] . Moreover, we assume that the central cell is not active while the other six cells are transmitting with 30 dBm. This example is introduced in order to illustrate the behavior of the algorithm. In the simulations, we use the Xia-Bertoni propagation model [17] , [18] . This model is chosen since it is able to take into account all types of propagation losses such as the one between base stations and the one between mobiles in addition to usual propagation loss between a base station and a mobile. Given a frequency f in GHz and distance d XY between transmitter X and receiver Y , path loss L XY is given by
where K XY , β XY and α XY are constants computed using the Xia-Bertoni model. The obtained propagation constants are collected in Table I , where BS stands for a primary base station, SN for a secondary node and PT for a primary terminal. The antenna heights of the BS, CN and PT are assumed to be equal to 27 m, 3 m and 1.5 m, respectively. We consider a log-normal shadow fading with zero mean and a standard deviation of 7 dB. In all simulations, we consider that thresholds τ , ι p and ε are equal to 0.9, -100 dBm and 0.05, respectively.
Figures 3 (a) and (b) represent the power distribution over the studied area when the ideal and the ESDA-AT algorithms are used. Moreover, Figures 3 (c) and (d) show the difference between the allowed power by the ESDA-AT and the ideal algorithms in addition to the CDF of this difference. In these figures we do not show the difference in the coverage of the active cells since the ideal algorithm will always forbid the secondary nodes to transmit in these zones. The first important observation from Figure 3(d) is that in more than 70% of the cases where the secondary node is allowed to transmit the gain in power by the ESDA-AT is higher than -0.5 dB. This means that in most cases the ESDA-AT gives similar This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE DySPAN 2010 proceedings C f : cells covering the secondary node and assumed to be associated to the frequency f P SD : tested power considering cells in f,t P MD : tested power considering closest cell in f / f,t P min : minimum allowed power due to limitation of the secondary node P max : maximum allowed power due to limitation of the secondary node P S : maximum allowed power due to primary constraints
No transmission
Select frequency f results to the ideal algorithm in this simple example. Moreover we can see that the maximum power in the whole scenario is 30 dBm when using the ESDA-AT, which is only 5 dB less than when we are using the ideal algorithm. The highest gains are obtained in the surrounding borders of the active cells. These are the only zones where the gain is positive. This is due to the fact that in the ideal algorithm the power is always estimated assuming that the active cell is the closest one. However, the activities of these cells are miss-detected in some cases when the ESDA-AT algorithm is used leading to higher allowed power. Moreover, the probability of missdetection starts to drop after this zone since the powers of the other active cells, which are not taken into account in the model of computing R th , starts to be higher making the algorithm more conservative in terms of transmitted power.
In the central cell the gain decreases when we move further away from the base station. This is due to the increased interference coming from the other cells, which leads to more conservative behavior of the algorithm as explained in subsection III-A. It should be noted that the gain decreases drastically when the borders of the coverage area are crossed. This is due to the fact that inside the coverage area we use (12) whereas outside this zone we use (16) , which is more conservative. Therefore the lowest gain appears in the surrounding of the coverage area of the base station. The average gain starts to increase again since the allowed power when considering the central base station is active increase with distance. In all the considered positions of the secondary node the probability of interference was always equal or lower than threshold ε.
We shall next study the distribution of the resulting transmit powers for the secondary nodes running the two versions of the algorithm. The evaluation is performed using two scenarios: LA scenario and random scenario. In the LA scenario, the base stations are distributed in a selected area of 400 km 2 in Los Angeles city based on the location data from the TMobile network [19] . In the random scenario, the base stations are randomly distributed over the same area with a minimum distance of 1 km between different stations.
In each scenario, we consider that three frequency bands are available for the primary network. The distribution of the frequency bands over the base stations is optimized in order to minimize the total received interference in the system, where each base station can be associated to one band. The coverage areas of the base stations are optimized in order to have a full coverage in the studied area. Moreover, we consider that primary transmission power is 30 dBm. The results are obtained based on 100 simulations with different shadowing factors. In all scenarios, the interference probability was lower or equal to ε, which satisfies primary constraints. Figure 4 (b) shows the histogram of resulting transmit powers summed over all the primary user channels for the LA scenario for secondary nodes running ESDA-AT. Compared to the ideal case depicted in Figure 4 (c) we see that some transmission opportunities are lost, but for most locations the secondary nodes obtain transmit powers that are comparable to, for example, current Wi-Fi technologies operating on the 2.4 GHz ISM band. For the case of SDA-AT, the performance depicted in 4(a) is understandably worse, with no transmission opportunities at roughly 40% of locations, and overall reduced transmit power. These results clearly show that the availability of frequency planning information significantly improves the performance of the algorithm. Limiting the transmissions of the secondary node to a single primary user channel allowing largest transmission power to be used does not significantly change the results, as can be seen from Figures 5(a)-5(c) . Since the two cases are almost indistinguishable we shall focus on results for the total power in the following. Figure 6 (b) shows the transmit powers resulting from ESDA-AT for the random scenario with minimum distance between base stations constrained to be at least one kilometer. Overall the performance is similar to the more realistic LA case, although there is a slight decrease in transmission opportunities. Similar trend can be seen for the ideal case, as shown in Figure 6 (c). The largest difference to the LA scenario arises for the SDA-AT algorithm, for which even fewer transmission opportunities arise as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). For the discovered spectrum holes the distribution of transmit powers is very similar for both scenarios.
In when the ESDA-AT and SDA-AT are used respectively, where the central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individually. The URS is plotted as a function of the primary load which reflects the percentage of time a base station would be active. Moreover, the URS given by the ideal algorithm is depicted inside the dashed boxes since all simulation gives the same value (the ideal algorithm results are independent of the shadow factors). The minimum allowed power P min considered in this scenario is 10 dBm. In these figures we can notice that even when the SDA-AT is used the URS can be of the order of few hundreds m 2 which allow an easy deployment of local access networks such as WiFi even when the load of the primary is 90%. Moreover the URS decreases in an exponential way with primary load and this decay is faster in the case of ESDA-AT than in the SDA-AT.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the first algorithm based on location-dependent detection threshold in the context of dynamic spectrum access. The secondary node exploits the information about its position and the positions of primary base stations to detect the active cells and determine its allowed transmit power. The proposed algorithm is based on a semi- analytical model of the interference probability. The designed algorithm has been made quite conservative with respect of protecting primary systems. This can be seen through the approximations we have done in theoretical modeling, from which the algorithm is derived. This will lead to some losses in the spectrum reuse efficiency but will encourage license holders to share their frequencies. We studied the performance of the algorithm in a simple scenario consisting of hexagonal cells to understand its behavior. Moreover, we compared the algorithm to an ideal algorithm where the positions of the active base stations are known in more realistic scenarios. Simulations showed that the proposed algorithm always respects the interference constraint and gives results that are close to the ideal ones in term of secondary satisfaction. We also highlighted the impact of knowing additional information such as the spectrum assignment to the cells and we showed the gains resulting from this additional information. We also identified the importance of knowing the traffic pattern of primary base stations to further improve the performance of the algorithm. The analysis of this is left for the future work.
